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Abstract: We study rotating global AdS solutions in five-dimensional Einstein gravity
coupled to a multiplet complex scalar within a cohomogeneity-1 ansatz. The onset of
the gravitational and scalar field superradiant instabilities of the Myers-Perry-AdS black
hole mark bifurcation points to black resonators and hairy Myers-Perry-AdS black holes,
respectively. These solutions are subject to the other (gravitational or scalar) instability,
and result in hairy black resonators which contain both gravitational and scalar hair. The
hairy black resonators have smooth zero-horizon limits that we call graviboson stars. In the
hairy black resonator and graviboson solutions, multiple scalar components with different
frequencies are excited, and hence these are multioscillating solutions. The phase structure
of the solutions are examined in the microcanonical ensemble, i.e. at fixed energy and
angular momenta. It is found that the entropy of the hairy black resonator is never the
largest among them. We also find that hairy black holes with higher scalar wavenumbers are
entropically dominant and occupy more of phase space than those of lower wavenumbers.
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1 Introduction
Through superradiant scattering, energy can be extracted from rapidly rotating black holes
(see [1] for a review). In global anti-de Sitter space (AdS), the reflecting boundary causes
these black holes to be unstable to the superradiant instability [2–11], whose ultimate

















high angular frequency, the ultimate configuration of low-energy states in AdS likewise
remains unknown.
Early work on this problem involved studying perturbations of the Kerr-AdS and
Myers-Perry-AdS black holes (the higher-dimensional analog of Kerr-AdS [16–19], see [20]
for a review), where quasi-normal spectra were obtained in [10, 11]. For specific modes, the
onset of the superradiant instability occurs at a frequency where =(ω) = 0, but <(ω) 6= 0.
This suggests the existence of a time-periodic black hole with a single helical Killing vector
that branches from these onsets. Such black holes, called black resonators, which can be
viewed as black holes with a gravitational hair, were later constructed in [13], where it was
found that they have higher entropy (horizon area) than the corresponding Kerr-AdS black
hole with the same mass and angular momentum.
It is therefore entropically permissible for Kerr-AdS black holes to evolve towards
black resonators. However, though black resonators are stable to the mode that generated
them, they are still rapidly rotating and hence remain unstable to other, typically higher,
superradiant modes [12–15, 21]. It appears, therefore, that the instability leads to a cascade
with higher and higher modes growing in time. If there is indeed an unceasing energy
cascade towards higher modes, there will eventually be a significant amount of energy
placed in sub-Planckian length scales, which can be viewed as a violation of the weak
cosmic censorship conjecture [22].
To date, there is only a single study of time-evolution involving the rotational super-
radiance of AdS [15]. In Kerr-AdS, there is typically one unstable mode that dominates
the dynamics at early times. Evolution then proceeds towards a black resonator until
the instabilities of the black resonator itself begin to take over and drive the continuing
evolution. The evolution in [15] was not continued further due to numerical limitations.
Because of the lack of symmetries and the long time-scales involved, the study of the
superradiant instability is a significant numerical challenge. It is therefore fortunate that
a simplification in a more limited setting has been found. By moving to five dimensions
and allowing both angular momenta to be equal, black resonators with a cohomogeneity-1
ansatz (i.e. the metric functions depend only on a single variable, and the solution can
be obtained by solving ODEs) were constructed in [23]. The scalar, electromagnetic, and
gravitational quasinormal modes of these black resonators were studied shortly thereafter
in [24].1 As anticipated, black resonators are unstable to higher modes.
These higher-mode instabilities of black resonators also have their individual onsets,
from which new black resonators having multiple frequencies could be generated. We will
refer such solutions as multi black resonators. Here, we set out to construct such multi
black resonator solutions and to study their relationship with black resonators and Myers-
Perry-AdS black holes. Ideally, we would study multi black resonators that are generated
by gravitational perturbations of black resonators. However, these perturbations break too
many symmetries of the original black resonator solution. We therefore focus on multi
black resonators that are generated by scalar fields. Ordinarily, a scalar field would also
1For the superradiant instability of an electromagnetic perturbation isolated from these modes, a

















break most of these symmetries, but we will rely on a multiplet scalar constructed using
Wigner D-matrices, from which the cohomogeneity-1 structure can be preserved. A scalar
doublet version of such a system was previously studied in [9, 26].2 The higher scalar
multiplets we introduce can coexist with oscillations of the metric, but do not contribute
additional extra oscillating frequencies to the metric.
Even in this limited setting, the full space of solutions is intricate. There are Myers-
Perry-AdS black holes, black holes with scalar hair, black resonators, and now hairy black
resonators, which are a kind of multi black resonator. In addition, there are boson stars,
geons, and now graviboson stars, which are all horizonless solutions that serve as the
zero-size limit of hairy Myers-Perry-AdS, black resonators, and hairy black resonators,
respectively. All of these solutions compete thermodynamically when they share the same
energy and angular momenta. We will compute the full phase diagram of this system.
Perhaps surprisingly, we find that hairy black resonators are never dominant in such a
phase diagram.
Another advantage of the multiplet scalar model is that different nonlinear solutions
generated by different mode-instabilities can be consistently compared with one another,
while maintaining a cohomogeneity-1 ansatz. This will allow us to show that black holes
generated from higher scalar mode instabilities have higher entropy and occupy a larger
region of phase space than those from lower modes. Similar conclusions reached by previous
work were only argued by extrapolating perturbative calculations, and here we are able to
perform full nonlinear calculations and compute the actual phase boundaries.
This paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we review some basic prop-
erties of isometries of S3 and Wigner D-matrices that we use in the construction of our
ansatz. Then in section 3, we describe details of our ansatz. Sections 4 and 5 review the
Myers-Perry-AdS solution, geons, and black resonators in this ansatz, which were studied
in [23, 24]. Section 6 discusses hairy black holes and boson stars which are higher multi-
plet versions of those in [9]. Then, in section 7, we present the entirely new hairy black
resonator and graviboson star solutions. The entire phase diagram of all solutions then
pieced together in section 8, and then we compare the results to a higher wavenumber
in section 9. We then finish with some concluding remarks in section 10. The appendix
contains technical details.
2 Hypersphere isometries and Wigner D-matrices
Our metric ansatz will contain deformations of an S3 whose perturbations can naturally be
written in terms of Wigner D-matrices Djmk(θ, φ, χ). Let us therefore begin with a review
of the Wigner D-matrices, which we will later use for designing a cohomogeneity-1 scalar
field ansatz. (See refs. [7, 24, 29–33] for an introduction to the Wigner D-matrix and its
applications in gravitational perturbation theory.)






1 + σ22 + σ23) , (2.1)

















where σi (i = 1, 2, 3) are 1-forms defined by
σ1 = − sinχdθ + cosχ sin θdφ ,
σ2 = cosχdθ + sinχ sin θdφ ,
σ3 = dχ+ cos θdφ .
(2.2)
These satisfy the SU(2) Maurer-Cartan equation dσi = (1/2)εijkσj ∧ σk. The coordinate
ranges are 0 ≤ θ < π, 0 ≤ φ < 2π, and 0 ≤ χ < 4π, and have a twisted periodicity
(θ, φ, χ) ' (θ, φ+ 2π, χ+ 2π) ' (θ, φ, χ+ 4π). The Killing vectors generating SU(2)L and
SU(2)R, denoted by ξi and ξ̄i, respectively, are given by
ξ1 = cosφ∂θ +
sinφ
sin θ ∂χ − cot θ sinφ∂φ ,
ξ2 = − sinφ∂θ +
cosφ
sin θ ∂χ − cot θ cosφ∂φ ,
ξ3 = ∂φ ,
(2.3)
and
ξ̄1 = − sinχ∂θ +
cosχ
sin θ ∂φ − cot θ cosχ∂χ ,
ξ̄2 = cosχ∂θ +
sinχ
sin θ ∂φ − cot θ sinχ∂χ ,
ξ̄3 = ∂χ .
(2.4)
Note that ξ̄i are the dual vectors of σi: (σi)α(ξ̄j)α = δij (α = θ, φ, χ).
Using language from quantum mechanics, we can define the “angular momentum”
operators
Li = iξi , Ri = iξ̄i , (2.5)
which satisfy the commutation relations [Li, Lj ] = iεijkLk and [Ri, Rj ] = −iεijkRk. These
operators are Hermitian under the inner product on the S3,









dχ sin θf∗(θ, φ, χ)g(θ, φ, χ) . (2.6)
Under the SU(2)L and SU(2)R, the 1-forms introduced in eq. (2.2) transform as
Liσj = 0 , Riσj = −iεijkσk , (2.7)
where the operations of Li and Ri are defined by Lie derivatives. From the first equa-
tion of (2.7), one can see that σi are invariant under SU(2)L. For this reason, they are
called SU(2)-invariant 1-forms. The second equation means that Ri generate the three-
dimensional rotation of the “vector” (σ1, σ2, σ3). In particular, R3 generates
U(1)R ⊂ SU(2)R, which corresponds to rotation in the (σ1, σ2)-plane. The invariance of
dΩ23 under SU(2)L × SU(2)R can be easily checked by using eq. (2.7).
The generators Li and Ri share the same Casimir operator: L2 ≡ L21 + L22 + L23 =
R21 +R22 +R23, and the set of commutative operators is given by (L2, Lz, Rz). The Wigner
D-matrix Djmk(θ, φ, χ) is defined to be the eigenfunction of these operators:



























where the ranges of the quantum numbers (j,m, k) are
j = 0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, . . . ,
m = −j, −j + 1, . . . , j ,
k = −j, −j + 1, . . . , j .
(2.9)









We can also define the ladder operators L± = Lx ± iLy and R± = Ry ± iRx, which






















(j +m)(j −m+ 1) and εk =
√
(j + k)(j − k + 1).




∗Djmk = δk′k . (2.12)







mk) = 0. Hence, the left hand side of (2.12) is a constant. Integrating
this equation over the S3 as eq. (2.6) and using eq. (2.10), we find that the constant is δkk′ .








Although ~Dk also depends on the index j, we suppress it for notational simplicity because
we will generally keep j fixed once the content of the scalar field is specified. In this
notation, eq. (2.12) is simply written as
~D∗k′ · ~Dk = δk′k . (2.14)
3 Cohomogeneity-1 spacetime with rotating scalar field
We now describe the ansatz for resonating cohomogeneity-1 spacetimes. We will show
that the energy-momentum tensor of the matter field we introduce is consistent with the
symmetries of the metric and therefore that the equations of motion reduce to a consistent



























− ∂µ~Π∗ · ∂µ~Π
)
, (3.1)
where ~Π denotes a (2j+1)-component complex scalar multiplet, G5 is the five-dimensional
Newton constant, and L is the AdS radius. Hereafter, we set L = 1.
For the metric, we take the cohomogeneity-1 ansatz [23]











2 + β(r)(σ3 + 2h(r)dτ)2
}
, (3.2)
where σi were defined in (2.2). For the scalar multiplet, we take
~Π(τ, r, θ, φ, χ) =
∑
k∈K
Φk(r) ~Dk(θ, φ, χ) , (3.3)
where Φk(r) are real scalar fields, and K is defined by
K = {j, j − 2, j − 4, · · · ,−j} (j : integer),
K = {j, j − 2, j − 4, · · · ,−j + 1} (j : half integer) .
(3.4)
We first comment on the metric ansatz (3.2) before later addressing the scalar. This
metric ansatz preserves SU(2)L but breaks SU(2)R. If α(r) = 1, then a U(1)R ⊂ SU(2)R
symmetry generated by R3 is restored. To see this, we can use the fact that
σ21 + σ22 = dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2 = dΩ22 , (3.5)
which is independent of χ.
In the metric (3.2), we also assume invariance under two discrete transformations P1
and P2 defined by
P1(τ, χ, φ) = (−τ,−χ,−φ) , P2(τ, χ, φ) = (τ, χ+ π, φ) . (3.6)
The 1-forms (dτ, σ1, σ2, σ3) are transformed by P1 and P2 as
P1(dτ, σ1, σ2, σ3) = (−dτ,−σ1, σ2,−σ3),
P2(dτ, σ1, σ2, σ3) = (dτ,−σ1,−σ2, σ3) .
(3.7)
Because of the invariance under P1 and P2, cross terms such as σ1σ2 do not appear
in eq. (3.2).
By examining boundary conditions, it turns out that the metric ansatz (3.2) is taken
to be in a frame where asymptotic infinity is rotating. We will search for black holes with

















For black hole solutions with α(r) 6= 1 we must also satisfy h(rh) = 0 (see appendix A.4).3
Meanwhile, h(r) approaches a constant value Ω at infinity r → ∞, and the asymptotic
form of the metric becomes







σ21 + σ22 + (σ3 + 2Ωdτ)2
}
, (3.8)
from which we see that the boundary metric is R(τ) × S3, but with rotation in the σ3
directions. This is the rotating frame at infinity.
The meaning of Ω becomes clear by moving to the non-rotating frame at infinity,
which is the natural frame for interpreting conserved charges and other quantities of the
black hole. We can switch to the non-rotating frame by applying the following coordinate
transformation:
dt = dτ , dψ = dχ+ 2Ωdτ . (3.9)







Therefore, Ω corresponds to the angular velocity of the horizon. When Ω > 1, the norm
of ∂τ , gττ , becomes positive at infinity. This implies that there is no global time-like
Killing vector in the domain of outer communications, and therefore the spacetime is non-
stationary for Ω > 1. If α 6= 1, the components of the new metric transformed from eq. (3.2)
become explicitly time dependent. Thus our metric can be said to describe time periodic
solutions, even though the metric ansatz is cohomogeneity-1.5 In our metric ansatz, we
can therefore distinguish between time-periodic solutions (with α 6= 1) and solutions that
are stationary (with α = 1).
Now we comment on the scalar field (3.3). This ansatz is precisely the “double step-
ping” ansatz (k decreases by 2 in the sum) introduced in the perturbative analysis of black
resonators and geons [24]. Indeed, the modes in K decouple from those of its complement
Kc = {j, j − 1, · · · ,−j} \K. This fact ultimately stems from the discrete isometry P2 of
the metric (3.2). Under P2, the Klein-Gordon equation for ~Π can be decomposed into even
and odd parts. More specifically, because ~Dk ∝ e−ikχ, the Wigner D-matrices with k ∈ K
and k ∈ Kc acquire different phase factors of ±1. The Klein-Gordon equations for k ∈ K
and k ∈ Kc are therefore decoupled. In this paper, we will consider only k ∈ K.
Note also that we have defined our ansatz with fixed j and 2j + 1 multiplet. However,
a solution with a particular j is also a solution to the theory with larger multiplets than
2j + 1, simply by setting the extra components of the multiplet to zero. Solutions with
different j can therefore be consistently compared with one another.
3If α(r) 6= 1, the U(1)R isometry χ→ χ+ const. is broken, and therefore there is no continuous shift of
h(r) that does not change the metric.
4We use a canonically normalized angular coordinate ψ/2 ∈ [0, 2π).
5See also ref. [34] for a five-dimensional cohomogeneity-1 geometry with periodic time dependence in

















Finally, we show that the scalar field ansatz (3.3) is consistent with the metric (3.2),
i.e. the Einstein and Klein-Gordon equations reduce to a consistent set of ODEs. The Ein-
stein equations from eq. (3.1) are given by Gµν−6gµν = Tµν , where the energy-momentum
tensor is
Tµν = T(µν) −
1
2gµνT , Tµν = ∂µ
~Π∗ · ∂ν~Π , T = gµνTµν . (3.11)
To derive the explicit expression of the energy-momentum tensor for eq. (3.3), it is
convenient to introduce 1-forms σ± defined by
σ± =
1
2(σ1 ∓ iσ2) =
1
2e
∓iχ (∓idθ + sin θdφ) (3.12)
and use the basis ea = {dτ, dr, σ+, σ−, σ3} (a = τ, r,+,−, 3). Their dual vectors are given
by ea = {∂τ , ∂r, e+, e−, ∂χ} where




sin θ∂φ − cot θ∂χ
)
. (3.13)
One can check that eaµe
µ
b = δab .
In this basis, the derivatives of the scalar field can be evaluated by using eqs. (2.8)
and (2.11) as
∂τ ~Π = 0 , ∂r~Π =
∑
k∈K












where ∂a ≡ eµa∂µ.





εkΦ′k′Φk ~D∗k′ · ~Dk−1 =
∑
k,k′∈K
εkΦ′k′Φkδk′,k−1 = 0 , (3.15)
where in the second equality we used eq. (2.14), and the last one follows from the fact that
k′ and k − 1 cannot be equal because of the double stepping of k (3.4).
To evaluate the non-vanishing components of Tab, we also use the orthogonality of the





Φ′k2dr2 − εk−1εkΦk−2Φk(σ2+ + σ2−)
+ (ε2k + ε2k+1)Φ2kσ+σ− + k2Φ2kσ23
]
. (3.16)
This result, invariant under SU(2)L, is consistent with the spacetime (3.2), and the Einstein
and Klein-Gordon equations reduce to a consistent set of coupled ODEs. The explicit form
of the equations of motion is summarized in appendix A, where technical details in solving

















In our ansatz of the scalar field (3.3), the conserved current of the complex scalar field
Jµ is given by




We have Jψ 6= 0 if and only if Φk 6= 0 for k 6= 0. This indicates that there is a rotating flow
of the scalar field and it carries angular momentum when the scalar field has non-trivial
ψ-dependence.
4 Geons and superradiant instability of Myers-Perry-AdS
If α(r) = 1 in eq. (3.2), there is an exact solution describing a rotating black hole with
both angular momenta set equal. It is part of the Myers-Perry-AdS family of solutions,
which we will abbreviate MPAdS. In our ansatz, the metric functions are
g(r) = 1− 2µ(1− a
2)
r2(1 + r2) +
2a2µ




h(r) = Ω− 2µa
r4 + 2a2µ , f(r) =
g(r)
β(r) , α(r) = 1 .
(4.1)
The event horizon r = rh is located at the largest root of g(rh) = 0, and the isometry
group of this solution is R(τ) × SU(2)L ×U(1)R.
The solution is parametrised by µ and a, with µ = 0 corresponding to pure AdS.
As written, Ω is merely a gauge parameter that allows us to move between rotating and




so that Ω is the angular velocity of the horizon. For this choice, we have h(rh) = 0 and,







Before discussing perturbations of MPAdS, let us briefly describe a family of solutions
called geons. Geons are horizonless, nonlinear extensions of gravitational normal modes
of pure AdS. Within our ansatz, these normal modes are given by a perturbation of the
form α = 1 + δα(r) about AdS, with Ω appearing as an eigenvalue. Geons therefore carry
angular momentum, with Ω as an angular frequency. Figure 1 is the energy of geons Egeon
as a function of the angular momentum J . Later in this paper, we will primarily use the
difference of the energy E from Egeon in figures for better visibility. Near vacuum AdS, the
geons have frequency parameter Ω ' 3/2, and hence the energy scales as Egeon ' (3/2)J .
Now let us return to perturbations of MPAdS black holes. When the MPAdS black
hole has sufficiently high angular frequency, it is unstable to superradiance against both
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Figure 2. (Left) Onset of the superradiant instability of MPAdS against gravitational perturbation
(red) and scalar field perturbations with j = k = 9/2, 5 (blue) in the (Ω, rh)-plane. Above the red
and blue curves, MPAdS is unstable to gravitational and scalar perturbations, respectively. The
extreme limit of MPAdS is shown by the black curve. (Right) The same data as the left panel are
shown in the (E − Egeon, J)-plane, though for the scalar field perturbations only the onset of the
mode with j = k = 9/2 is shown for visibility.
that breaks only the U(1)R isometry of the metric. Its onset mode of the gravitational per-
turbation can be found in our ansatz by perturbing the metric function as α(r) = 1 + δα(r)
about MPAdS and linearising the equation of motion (A.5) in δα(r). The onset mode of the
scalar field perturbation is just given by the probe scalar field satisfying the Klein-Gordon
equation (A.5). In the MPAdS background, modes with different k decouple in the Klein-
Gordon equation. We will focus on modes with k = j, as these are the most dominant.
In figure 2, we show results for gravitational and scalar field onsets with j = k = 9/2
and j = k = 5. In the left figure, we show the onset of the instabilities in the (Ω, rh)-
and (E − Egeon, J)-planes. The scalar and gravitational onset curves intersect at green
dots. For reference, we also show where MPAdS is extremal, and where Ω = 1. Recall that


































Figure 3. Entropy of black resonators as a function of (E − Egeon, J). The upper solid curve
indicates the onset of the gravitational superradiant instability of the MPAdS, where the black
resonators branch off. The extreme MPAdS is shown by a black curve. In the upper-right region
below the onset curve, we simply do not have numerical data.
In the right figure, we show the same results in the (E − Egeon, J)-plane, but only
show the result for the scalar for j = k = 9/2 for visibility. The onset of the instability for
gravitational and scalar field perturbations are shown by red and blue curves, respectively.
These onset curves intersect at green dots. The extreme MPAdS is also shown by the black
curve. Onset curves of scalar field perturbations terminate at black dots on the extreme
MPAdS. In the insets in the right panel, we zoom in on the regions around the green and
black dots for visibility. Note that, in the left inset, we take E − 2.75J as the vertical axis
for visibility.
5 Black resonators
As mentioned in the previous section, MPAdS is unstable to superradiance against gravi-
tational perturbations. A new family of cohomogeneity-1 solutions with α(r) 6= 1 branches
off from the onset of the instability [23]. These onsets were given by the red curves la-
belled “gravitational perturbations” in figure 2. Because α 6= 1 for this new family, these
black holes are time-periodic as seen in the non-rotating frame at infinity and are known
as black resonators. These black resonators have R × SU(2)L isometries. Like MPAdS
black holes, these black resonators are a two-parameter family. The horizonless limit of
black resonators are geons [12, 35–37], which we have already described in the previous
section and in figure 1. Like black resonators, geons also have R × SU(2)L isometries and
are time-periodic in the non-rotating frame at infinity.
In figure 3, the entropy of black resonators S is shown by the colour map as a function
of (E −Egeon, J). The extreme MPAdS is shown by a black curve. Only MPAdS exists in
the upper side of the black curve. The black resonators branch off from the onset of the
superradiant instability shown by the solid curve on the upper edge of the plotted region.
In the upper-right white region below the onset curve, we do not have numerical data for

















and numerical construction of the black resonator becomes difficult. In the limit of geons,
E − Egeon → 0, the entropy also approaches zero. In ref. [23], it has been found that the
angular velocity of the black resonator and geon always satisfied Ω > 1. Therefore, the
black resonator and geon are superradiant and non-stationary.
6 Hairy Myers-Perry-AdS and boson stars
Thus far, we have discussed MPAdS, black resonators, and geons, which are all solutions
that satisfy ~Π = 0. Now we turn to solutions with ~Π 6= 0, beginning with those with α = 1.
A special case of our ansatz (3.3) is given by the scalar field with “single-k”:
~Π(τ, r, θ, φ, χ) = Φk(r) ~Dk(θ, φ, χ) (no summation) . (6.1)
In this case, the matter stress tensor eq. (3.16) reduces to




k + ε2k+1)Φ2k(σ21 + σ22) + k2Φ2kσ23 , (6.2)
where we returned to σ1,2 from σ±. In this expression, the coefficients of σ1 and σ2
coincide, and therefore it has the invariance under U(1)R ∈ SU(2)R generated by the
angular momentum operator R3. The metric (3.2) therefore also has this isometry, which
implies that α(r) = 1 in the single-k case.
Superradiant instabilities can be induced by scalar fields as well as gravitational fields.
These onset curves were shown earlier for the scalar field with j = k = 9/2 and j = k = 5 by
the blue curves in figure 2. For the scalar field, we refer to the solutions branching off from
the onset of the superradiant instability as the hairy MPAdS black holes, as they contain
scalar hair. Because black resonators can be interpreted as black holes with gravitational
hair, hairy black holes are the scalar field counterparts to black resonators.
A hairy MPAdS black hole becomes a boson star in the horizonless limit. Boson stars
can also be described as nonlinear scalar normal modes of pure AdS. Boson stars are
therefore the scalar field counterparts to geons. We obtain the perturbative solution of the
boson star near pure AdS in appendix C, where we also discuss the large-j limit for the
perturbative solution. In the following, we focus on the scalar field with k = j, which is the
most relevant mode for the superradiant instability for a given j. We note that the hairy
MPAdS black hole with j = 1/2 was constructed in ref. [9].6 Our treatment (6.1) gives a
generalization to j ≥ 1.
In figure 4(a), the energy of boson stars are shown as a function of the angular momen-
tum J . The curves correspond to j = 1/2, 1, 3/2, · · · , 5 from left to right. The difference
of the energy from that of the gravitational geon (see figure 1) is used in the vertical axis.
These results near small E and J agree with perturbation theory about pure AdS. More
specifically, the scalar field (6.1) with k = j has the lowest normal mode at Ω = 1 + 2/j,
from which the boson star branches off.7 For small J , the energy of the boson star is given
6The ansatz (6.1) for j = 1/2 was first considered in ref. [38] for constructing rotating boson stars in
asymptotically flat spacetime.
7The normal mode frequency for the scalar field with the quantum numbers (j, k) is given by
Ω = (2 + j + n)/k where n is the radial overtone number. The lowest mode has n = 0. One can also
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(a) Energy of boson star
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(c) Domain of hairy MPAdS
Figure 4. (a) Energy of boson stars as a function of the angular momentum J . The existence of
multiple turning points are shown in the insets for j = 1/2. (b) Entropy of the hairy MPAdS for
k = j = 9/2, parametrized by J and E−Egeon. The solid curve on the left edge indicates the onset
of the scalar field superradiant instability of the MPAdS, from which the hairy MPAdS branches
off. (c) Domain of existence of the hairy MPAdS. In orange and red regions, the hairy MPAdS
exists. In the red region, the entropy and other physical quantities become multi-valued because of
the turning points.
by E ' (1 + 2/j)J . Comparing this with that of the gravitational geon Egeon ' (3/2)J ,
one finds that E − Egeon in small J is O(J2) for j = 4 and negative for j ≥ 9/2.
As J is increased, there are turning points in the energy of boson stars, indicating the
change of stability of the boson stars. It is common for solutions past the turning points to
be unstable [39–42]. In the insets of the figure, we zoom in on the curve for j = 1/2 (here
E − 4.5J is used in the vertical axis for visibility). The curve is folded multiple times.
The entropy of the hairy MPAdS for j = 9/2 is shown in figure 4(b). The angular
velocity of the horizon is also shown by the colour map. For the result of j = 5, see
section 9. The hairy MPAdS branches off from the onset of the scalar field superradiant
instability denoted by the solid curve on the left edge of the plot region. Turning points
of the energy also exist for hairy MPAdS as shown by the green curve, and as a result

















see Ω > 1, and this indicates that the hairy MPAdS and boson star are superradiant and
non-stationary.
Figure 4(c) shows the domain of existence of the hairy MPAdS in the (E − Egeon, J)-
plane. In orange and red regions, the hairy MPAdS exists. In particular, in the red region,
there are multiple solutions for a fixed (E, J), and physical quantities are multi-valued.
Our numerical calculation indicates that the curve of turning points terminates at the
black dot: the intersecting point between the extreme MPAdS and the onset of scalar field
superradiant instability of MPAdS. A part of the turning points is shown by the dashed
blue curve. We drew this part by interpolation of our numerical data.
7 Hairy black resonator and graviboson star
Finally, we consider the most general case in our ansatz (3.2) and (3.3) that has both
α(r) 6= 1 and ~Π(r) 6= 0.
Ref. [24] has located the onset of the superradiant instability of black resonators for
scalar fields. At the onset of the instability, there is a τ -independent perturbation of the
scalar field in the form of eq. (3.3). This is expected to lead to a new family of black
resonator solutions with a nontrivial scalar hair.
Similarly, the hairy MPAdS black hole is expected to be unstable against gravitational
perturbations with α(r) 6= 1 (see appendix B), and a new family of black resonator solutions
is expected to branch from the onset of this instability.
We can therefore have scalar hair on black resonators, and gravitational “resonator”-
type excitations on hairy MPAdS black holes. It turns out both of these excitations are
part of the same family of solutions, which we call hairy black resonators. Hairy black
resonators have their own family of horizonless solutions, which we refer to as graviboson
stars, as they resemble a combination of a geon and a boson star.
Figure 5(a) shows the domain of existence of the hairy black resonator. The hairy black
resonator exists in the coloured “triangular” domain surrounded by the purple curves. The
colour map corresponds to the angular velocity of the horizon. The top and bottom-left
edges of the triangle correspond to the onset of instability of the hairy MPAdS and black
resonator, respectively. The hairy MPAdS is unstable in the upper side of the top purple
curve. The black resonator is unstable in the lower side of the bottom-left purple curve.
The bottom-right edge is the horizonless limit of the hairy black resonator: graviboson
star. We also show the equal-entropy-curve between the hairy MPAdS and black resonator
by the orange curve. The angular velocity of the hairy black resonator always satisfies
Ω > 1. Therefore, the hairy black resonator is also superradiant and non-stationary.
We can now compare the entropy of the hairy black resonators to that of black res-
onators and hairy black holes. Figure 5(b) gives a summary of the entropies of the black
resonator (blue), hairy MPAdS (orange), and hairy black resonator (green) for j = 9/2,
which is the smallest j for which black resonators can be unstable. Figure 5(c) corresponds
to its slice at J = 0.8. We find that the entropy of the hairy black resonator is never the
largest among the available solutions. Instead, the most entropic solution is either a hairy









































































(c) Cross section at J = 0.8
Figure 5. (a) Domain of existence of the hairy black resonator. It exists inside the “triangle” sur-
rounded by purple curves. The equal-entropy-curve between the hairy MPAdS and black resonator
is plotted by the orange curve. The angular velocity is shown by the color map. (b) Entropies of
the black resonator (blue), hairy MPAdS (orange), and hairy black resonator (green) for j = 9/2.
The entropy of the hairy black resonator is never the largest. (c) Cross section of (a) at J = 0.8.
other solutions exist). The entropy changes continuously, but the field configurations are
discontinuous across this transition.
The hairy black resonator and graviboson star can be interpreted as a simple ex-
ample of a multi-oscillating solution. Recall that the Wigner D-matrix depends on χ as
Dk(θ, φ, χ) ∝ e−ikχ. Then, in the non-rotating frame at infinity (3.9), the scalar field of
the hairy black resonator can be written as
~Π(t, r, θ, φ, ψ) =
∑
k∈K
e2ikΩtΦk(r) ~Dk(θ, φ, ψ) . (7.1)
This has the eigenfrequencies ω = 2kΩ (k ∈ K). Since the solution has periodic time
dependence on several frequencies, it is multi-oscillating. In ref. [43], multi-oscillating
boson stars with non-commensurate frequencies have been constructed by solving partial
differential equations. In this paper, resonating solutions are obtained by solving ordinary
































































(b) Black hole having maximal entropy
Figure 6. (a) Phase diagram of asymptotically AdS solutions in Einstein-multiplet complex scalar
fields system for j = 9/2. (b) Black hole having maximal entropy among the MPAdS, hairy MPAdS,
black resonator, and hairy black resonator for j = 9/2.
One important difference in our solutions from those of [43] is the presence of a horizon.
In order for solutions to remain steady-state (i.e. independent of τ), fields cannot pass
through the horizon. This restricts the frequency of the fields to be multiple of the angular
frequency of the horizon, and hence any multi-oscillating solutions must have commensurate
frequencies. We expect non-commensurate multi-oscillating geons and boson stars to exist
within this theory (3.1), but they would neither fall within our ansatz nor be the horizonless
limit to a black hole.
8 Phase diagram
Finally, we put all the solutions together in a phase diagram in figure 6(a). We take j = 9/2
in an ensemble with fixed-(E, J). We use E − Egeon as the vertical axis for visibility.
• The extreme MPAdS is located on the black curve. Regular MPAdS black holes exist
above this curve, while the MPAdS develops a naked singularity below it.
• The red curve and line are for the gravitational black resonators and geons. The curve
on the top corresponds to the onset of the gravitational superradiant instability of
the MPAdS. The black resonators branch off from this curve to the bottom. The
horizontal red line in the bottom (E = Egeon) expresses the family of the gravitational
geons. The black resonators lie between the red curve and line.
• The blue curves are associated with the hairy MPAdSs and boson stars. The upper-
left part of the blue curve, from J = 0 to the black dot at J = 2.285, is the onset
of the scalar field superradiant instability on MPAdS black holes for k = j = 9/2.
The onset coincides with the extreme MPAdS at the black dot, where the onset

















The other blue curve corresponds to the family of boson stars. There is a maximum
in (E, J) at the top right, which is a turning point for the curve for the boson star.
A collection of turning points for hairy MPAdSs, denoted by a blue dashed curve,
extends from the top-right tip to the left as rh is increased. It appears to extend
toward the black dot. The hairy MPAdSs exist in the region that is apparently
enclosed by the blue curves for the onset and the boson star before the turning point,
and the blue dashed curve. In the upper-right region enclosed by the upper boson
star onset curve and the dashed curve, physical quantities of hairy MPAdSs become
multi-valued.
• The purple curves denote the boundary of the existing region for the hairy black res-
onators and graviboson stars. The bottom-right side of the distorted purple triangle
curve is the locations of the family of graviboson stars. The bottom-left side is the
onset of the scalar field superradiant instability of the black resonator [24]. The top
side is the onset of the gravitational instability of hairy MPAdS. The hairy black
resonators exist in the region enclosed by the purple curves.
• The orange curve gives the location where the entropies of the black resonators and
hairy MPAdSs become equal. Across the transition, the entropy is continuous, but
the field configurations are discontinuous. The hairy MPAdS has the higher entropy
to the right of this curve, while the other side is dominated by the gravitational
black resonators.
Figure 6(b) is the phase diagram of the black hole solutions with the maximum entropy in
the (E, J)-plane. The hairy black resonators never have the largest entropy and hence do
not appear in this figure.
9 Phase diagram for higher j
We can also obtain solutions for the multiplet complex scalar with j > 9/2. Here, we
consider j = 5. Then, we need to consider 11-component complex scalar fields at least.
Note that by setting one of the scalar multiplet components to zero, the j = 9/2 solution is
also a solution for the theory with j = 5. So though we have defined a scalar field ansatz for
particular j’s, the solutions with different j can be consistently compared to one another,
so long as we choose the scalar field to have a sufficiently large multiplet.
In ref. [24], it was shown that, for an integer j, the scalar field is decomposed into even
and odd parity modes under the parity transformation P1 defined in eq. (3.6). The even
and odd parity modes satisfy Φ−k = Φk and Φ−k = −Φk (k ∈ K), respectively. In this
section, we only consider the even parity mode.
In figure 7(a), we compare the entropies of the hairy MPAdS for j = 9/2 and j = 5.8
We find that the solution for j = 5 has higher entropy than that for j = 9/2 at least in the
region labeled as “hairy MPAdS” in figure 6(b).
8In the case of α(r) = 1, the equations of motion are identical for Φj(r) = cosλφ(r), Φ−j(r) = sinλφ(r)
and Φk = 0 (|k| 6= j) for any value of λ. The even and odd parity modes correspond to λ = ±π/2, and

















This result suggests that, in a theory with a (2j′+ 1)-component complex scalar field,
a hairy MPAdS with j < j′ evolves into that with j = j′ by the superradiant instability
in the region of a small angular momentum if we assume SU(2)L spacetime symmetry.
(Note that the hairy MPAdS with j = j′ should be further unstable to SU(2)L-breaking
perturbations [21].)
Figure 7(b) is the phase diagram of solutions with j = 5. For the explanation of each
curve, see section 8. The diagram is qualitatively similar to that for j = 9/2.
Figure 7(c) is the phase diagram of the black hole solutions with the maximum entropy
for j = 5. The region in which the hairy MPAdS with j = 5 entropically dominates is bigger
compared to the case of j = 9/2. This indicates that, the larger the quantum number j is,
the wider the region covered by the hairy MPAdS will be in figure 6(b). If we extrapolate
to arbitrarily large j, the black resonator would never dominate the phase diagram in a
theory with an infinite number of complex scalar fields.
10 Conclusion
To summarise our results, we have studied asymptotically global AdS solutions of Einstein
gravity coupled to a (2j + 1) complex scalar multiplet within a cohomogeneity-1 ansatz.
The following solutions are available within our ansatz: Myers-Perry-AdS black holes,
black resonators (black holes with gravitational hair), black holes with scalar hair, and
hairy black resonators (black holes with both gravitational and scalar hair). The latter
three of these branch from various superradiant instabilities and have zero horizon limits
that are geons, boson stars, and graviboson stars, respectively. The phase diagram of all
of these solutions was shown in figures 6(a) and 7(b) for j = 9/2 and j = 5, respectively.
The entropy of the hairy black resonator is never the largest among the three available
solutions as shown in figure 6(b) for j = 9/2. This seems natural in the view of the
perturbative stability. Inside the triangular region enclosed by purple curves in figure 6(a),
both of the black resonator and hairy MPAdS is stable against corresponding perturbations.
Thus, the black resonator and hairy MPAdS would not evolve into the hairy black resonator.
This is consistent with the fact that the hairy black resonator is entropically subdominant.
Finally, we were able to compare both j = 9/2 and j = 5 solutions, and we find that
the j = 5 hairy MPAdS solutions are dominant and cover a larger portion of phase space
than those of j = 9/2. It is natural to expect that the trend continues to higher j. We can
make this claim stronger by the following argument. The phase boundary between hairy
MPAdS and black resonators always lies between two points: (1) The intersection between
gravitational and scalar onsets of MPAdS, and (2) where the boson stars intersect geons.
Results in ref. [24] suggest that the point (1) is located at a higher angular momentum for
a higher j. Also, by explicitly constructing boson stars for j ≤ 11/2, we found that the
same applies to the point (2) at least for j = 9/2, 5, 11/2.
The study of time evolution of this system is an interesting future direction. If we
assume SU(2)L-symmetry in the spacetime, a time-dependent ansatz for this system would
give a 1 + 1 dimensional evolution system. Curiously, though black resonators are unsta-
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(c) Black hole having maximal entropy
Figure 7. (a) Entropy of the hairy MPAdS for j = 9/2 (orange) and j = 5 (green). (b) Phase
diagram of asymptotically AdS solutions in Einstein-multiple complex scalar fields system for j = 5.
(c) Black hole having maximal entropy among the MPAdS, hairy MPAdS, black resonator, and hairy
black resonator for j = 5.
gravitational perturbations, the solutions that branch from these instabilities (namely, the
hairy black resonators) are never entropically dominant. Therefore, these unstable black
resonators or hairy MPAdS cannot evolve to hairy black resonators. Instead, unstable
black resonators will likely evolve towards hairy MPAdS, removing its gravitational hair.
Similarly, unstable hairy MPAdS will evolve towards black resonators, shedding its scalar
hair. Hairy black resonators themselves can (entropically) evolve to either black resonators
or hairy MPAdS, most likely to whichever is dominant. In all of these case, scalars with
k < j will be suppressed, and either the gravitational or k = j scalar field instability
will survive.
It would be especially interesting to study the time evolution of a system with large
j. As we have mentioned, a large j multiplet contains smaller j solutions within it, so the
full system contains a tower of lower wavenumbers, many of which are unstable modes in

















wavenumber typically being the slowest. However, the hairy black hole with the largest
wavenumber is likely the most dominant entropically. A time evolution would therefore
tell us how these competing instabilities interact with each other, and how a cascade to
higher wavenumbers proceeds.
Though the growth rates of high modes are extremely small and present a significant
numerical challenge, such a calculation seems more feasible in this 1+1 setting than the full
3+1 setting of Kerr-AdS. Furthermore, the high-wavenumbers are associated with angular
directions rather than the radial direction. As the 1+1 equations do not directly see the
angular gradients, the numerical resolution can be kept relatively low, allowing faster time
evolution due to the larger Courant number.
A time-dependent ansatz for this system would give a 1 + 1 dimensional evolution
system. In the discrete isometries (3.7), we can only assume P2-invariance for the time-
dependent spacetime, and the equations of motion require a non-trivial cross term like
γ(t, r)σ1σ2 in the metric for consistency.
Despite the fact that we can construct solutions with several values of j, this comes at a
cost. In particular, we would like to remind the reader that for each value of j we need 2j+1
complex scalar fields to make our co-homogeneity one ansatz work. Furthermore, the phases
of each of these scalars must be fine tuned so that the overall dependence in the angles do
cancel. Perhaps more importantly, all these scalars are minimally coupled to gravity.9 One
might ask whether such scalars are easy to come by in consistent reductions from some
higher dimensional supergravity theory such as type IIB and the answer appears to be
no. To our knowledge the largest known conjectured truncation of type IIB supergravity10
arises when considering compactifications of the form AdS5×S5, with the lower dimensional
theory being five-dimensional N = 8 gauged supergravity comprising a total 42 scalars, 15
gauge fields and 12 form fields. However, these scalars appear to be non-minimally coupled
to gravity, and to have very complicated potentials (see for instance [44]), thus giving very
little hope that our model will find a precise holographic realisation.
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In this appendix, we collect technical details for solving the Einstein-complex scalar mul-
tiplet system.
A.1 Equations of motion
With our ansatz, the equations of motion are given by coupled ODEs. From eqs. (3.2)






























For the metric ansatz (3.2), the Einstein equations Gµν − 6gµν = Tµν become
f ′ = 1
r(1 + r2)2gα2(rβ′ + 6β) [4r
2h2(α2 − 1)2β
+ r(r2 + 1)g{r(1 + r2)fα′2β − r3h′2α2β2 − 2(2 + 3r2)fα2β′}




g′ = 16r(1 + r2)2fα2β [−4r
2h2(α2 − 1)2β
+ r(1 + r2)g{−r(1 + r2)fα′2β + r3h′2α2β2
− (−r(1 + r2)f ′ + 2f)α2β′}+ 4(1 + r2)f{−6r2α2β(g − 1)− 3gα2β
+ α4 + 4α3β − 5α2β2 − 2α2 + 4αβ + 1}]
− 23r(1 + r2)2fβ [r
2βTtt − 4r2hβTt3 + 4(r2h2β − (1 + r2)f)T33]













h′′ = 12r2(1 + r2)α2βfg [8fh(α
2 − 1)2
− r(1 + r2)h′α2{r(fg′β − f ′gβ + 3fgβ′) + 10fgβ}] + 4(2hT33 − Tt3)
r2(1 + r2)gβ
, (A.4)
α′′ = 12r2(1 + r2)2fαgβ [2r
2(r2 + 1)2fgα′2β
− r(r2 + 1)αα′{r(1 + r2)(fgβ)′ + 2(3 + 5r2)fgβ}































β′′ = 1(2r2(1 + r2))fgα2β [−2r
4gh′2α2β3
− rα2β′{r(1 + r2)(f ′gβ + fg′β − fgβ′) + 2(3 + 5r2)fgβ}
















For our scalar field ansatz (3.3), the Klein-Gordon equation  ~Π = 0 gives |K| = bj + 1c
equations of the form
LkΦk + ck−1Φk−2 + ck+1Φk+2 = 0 , (A.7)
where













































In (A.7), the mode coupling is “double-stepping” — the mode with k is coupled to those
with k ± 2.
We integrate these equations from the horizon r = rh (or the center r = 0 if the
geometry is horizonless) to infinity r → ∞ by using the 4th order Runge-Kutta method.
The boundary conditions for solving the equations are given below.
A.2 Boundary conditions at infinity
We require the spacetime to be asymptotically AdS at infinity. In the rotating frame at
infinity, the condition for the metric components is
f, α, β → 1, h→ Ω (r →∞) , (A.10)
and then g → 1 also follows from the other the equations of motion. The asymptotic
value of h(r) actually corresponds to the angular velocity of the horizon Ω as explained in
section 3. We also require that the massless scalar field falls off at infinity,
Φk → 0 (r →∞) . (A.11)
In the interpretation of the gauge/gravity duality, this means that there is no external
source for the dual scalar operators in the boundary field theory. Thus, nontrivial scalar
fields are spontaneously induced by the instability in the geometry.
However, imposing f → 1 as r → ∞ is actually redundant because there is rescaling
symmetry in eq. (3.2). By a coordinate transformation τ → c τ for a constant c, the line






















Hence, if we obtain a solution with f∞ ≡ f(r = ∞) 6= 1, we can rescale it so that the
new f satisfies f → 1 at infinity. That is, we take c =
√
f∞ in the above scaling equation.
Therefore, when we solve the equations of motion, we only need to impose
α, β → 1 (r →∞) , (A.13)
and then we can apply the transformation (A.12) to obtain a rescaled solution satisfying
f → 1.
A.3 Boundary conditions at the origin for horizonless solutions
For horizonless solutions, we require regularity at the origin of AdS r = 0. To avoid a
conical singularity at r = 0, we impose
g, α, β → 1 (r → 0) . (A.14)
Then, from eq. (A.7), the regular solution of the scalar field near r = 0 has the behavior
Φk ∼ r2j . (A.15)







and solve the equations of motion for new variables X ≡ (f, g, h, α, β,Ψk). They can be






where g0 = α0 = β0 = 1 as eq. (A.14). Substituting this expansion into eqs. (A.2)–(A.7)
and specifying f0, h0, α2, β2,Ψk,0 as the input parameters, we can determine the higher
order coefficients X2m order by order. (In practice, we evaluated X2m for m ≤ 2.) Because
of the rescaling (A.12), we can set f0 = 1 without loss of generality.
To construct gravitational geons, we set the scalar field zero, Ψk(r) = 0 for all k.
Then, we have three free parameters to be specified at the origin, h0, α2, and β2, while
there are two boundary conditions (A.13) at infinity. Thus, the geons are obtained as a
one-parameter family. We set α2 6= 0 as the input parameter and determine h0 and β2
by the shooting method so that eq. (A.13) is satisfied. To obtain a family of geons, we
start from a normal mode of pure AdS where h0 = 3/2 and β2 = 0 and turn on a tiny α2.
Once a solution is successfully obtained, we slightly vary the value of α2 as well as using
the previous result as the initial guess for the next solution. We repeat this process and
construct the geon solutions shown in figure 1.
For boson stars, we set α(r) = 1 and Ψk(r) = 0 for k < j, which means that
α2 = Ψk<j,0 = 0. There are three free parameters h0, β2,Ψj,0 at the origin. At infinity,

















as the input and start the shooting method from the initial guess given by the scalar field
normal mode in pure AdS with h0 = 1 + 2/j and β2 = 0.
For the construction of graviboson stars, we have |K|+ 3 free parameters at the origin
h0, α2, β2,Ψk,0, and |K| + 2 conditions (A.11) and (A.13) at infinity. We set Ψj,0 6= 0 as
the input and determine the other |K|+ 2 parameters by the shooting. The normal mode
frequencies ω for scalar fields in gravitational geon backgrounds have been computed in
ref. [24]. The onset for graviboson stars corresponds to ω = 0. We start from that point
and turn on a tiny value of Ψj,0.
A.4 Boundary conditions at the horizon
For black hole solutions, boundary conditions are imposed at the horizon r = rh. The field




Ym(r − rh)m , (A.18)
where f0 = g0 = 0. Substituting eq. (A.18) into the equation of motion for h(r) (A.4) and
looking at the leading order, we obtain(α0 − 1)2 + 2α20 ∑
k∈K
k2Φ2k,0
h0 = 0 . (A.19)
There are two possibilities for the solutions to this equation: (i) α0 = 1 and Φk,0 = 0, and
(ii) h0 = 0. The case (i) is nothing but the MPAdS solution. Indeed, the horizon value
h0 can be arbitrary because of the recovered U(1)R isometry. For hairy and resonating
solutions, we consider (ii). Let us redefine the field variables as
f(r) = F (r)f̃(r) , g(r) = F (r)g̃(r) , h(r) = F (r)h̃(r) , (A.20)





Zm(r − rh)m , (A.21)
where Z = (f̃ , g̃, h̃, α, β,Φk). This F (r) is chosen by hand so as to accommodate the near
horizon behavior and employ f̃0, g̃0, h̃0 6= 0.11 Substituting eq. (A.21) into eqs. (A.2)–(A.7)
and taking f̃0, h̃0, α0, β0,Φk,0, rh as the input parameters, we can determine the higher
order coefficients Zm. (Practically in our calculations, we truncate the series to m ≤ 2.)
Furthermore, we can set f̃0 = 1 without loss of generality because of the rescaling symme-
try (A.12).
For black resonators, the scalar fields are trivial, Φk(r) = 0. There are four free
parameters h̃0, α0, β0, rh at the horizon and two conditions (A.13) at infinity. Thus we
need to specify two input parameters at the horizon, for which we choose α0 and rh, and
then h̃0 and β0 are determined by the shooting method. We start from the onset of the

















superradiant instability of the MPAdS evaluated in [7, 24], where α0 = 1, and turn on
a small deformation as α0 − 1 6= 0. Once the shooting method converges and a black
resonator solution is obtained, we slightly increase α0−1 as well as using the previous data
as the initial guess of the shooting method for the next solution.
For hairy MPAdS, we set α(r) = 1 and Φk(r) = 0 for k < j. Therefore, we have α0 = 1
and Φk<j,0 = 0 at the horizon. We are left with four free parameters h̃0, β0,Φj,0, rh at the
horizon, and there are two conditions β → 1 and Φj → 0 at infinity. We specify Φj,0 and
rh as input parameters and determine h̃0 and β0 by matching the boundary condition at
infinity. The scalar field superradiant instability of the MPAdS [11, 24] is where the hairy
solutions branch.
For hairy black resonators, there are |K|+ 4 free parameters h̃0, α0, β0,Φk,0, rh at the
horizon and |K| + 2 conditions (A.11) and (A.13) at infinity. There are two options in
extending hairy black resonator solutions: from the scalar field superradiant instability of
black resonators, and from the gravitational one of hairy MPAdSs. We take the latter.
The gravitational instability of the hairy MPAdS is studied in appendix B. We start the
construction of the hairy black resonators from the onset of this instability. We specify α0
and rh as the input parameters and determine the others by the shooting method. Starting
from the onset of the gravitational instability of the hairy MPAdS, we turn on a small
α0− 1. We could also obtain the solutions branching off from the scalar field superradiant
instability of black resonators evaluated in [24]. However, it turned out that the shooting
method did not converge nicely around the onset of the instability, and therefore we resort
to the other option. This problem is discussed in appendix A.6.
A.5 Physical quantities
Near the asymptotic infinity r → ∞, the asymptotic solutions of the metric components
and scalar fields are
f(r) = 1 + cf
r4
+ · · · , g(r) = 1 + cf + cβ
r4
+ · · · , h(r) = Ω + ch
r4
+ · · · ,
α(r) = 1 + cα
r4
+ · · · , β(r) = 1 + cβ
r4
+ · · · , Φk(r) =
ck
r4
+ · · · ,
(A.22)
where cf , ch, cα, cβ , and ck are the constants that are determined by matching the series
with the bulk, and the source of Φk has already been set zero. As discussed in section 3,
the asymptotic value of h(r) corresponds to the angular velocity Ω. The constant ck








−2kΩt ~Dk(θ, φ, ψ) . (A.23)
This depends on both time and spatial coordinates on the boundary.
Because the boundary source for the scalar field is absent, the boundary energy-
























where i and j run over the coordinates on the AdS boundary, nµ is the unit normal to a
bulk r-constant surface, and Cµνρσ is the bulk Weyl tensor. Using eq. (A.22), we obtain
8πG5Tijdxidxj =
1
2(cβ − 3cf )dτ







1 − σ22) +
1
8(−cf + 3cβ)(σ3 + 2Ωdτ)
2 . (A.25)
This is written in the rotating frame at infinity (τ, χ). In the non-rotating frame (t, ψ), the
boundary stress tensor is rewritten as
8πG5Tijdxidxj =
1
2(cβ − 3cf )dt










where σ̄i (i = 1, 2, 3) are the invariant one-forms defined in the non-rotating frame:




π(cβ − 3cf )
8G5






where we define the angular momentum with respect to ψ/2 ∈ [0, 2π).












For simplicity, we set G5 = 1 in this paper. We can easily recover the dependence on G5
by E → G5E, J → G5J , and S → G5S.
A.6 Interpolation of hairy black resonator data
When we construct the hairy black resonator, we take the route to extend the solution from
the onset of instability of the hairy MPAdS. Near the onset, the shooting method converges
well, and we were able to obtain hairy black resonators. As the solution approaches the
onset of the instability of the black resonator, however, we find that the shooting method
fails to converge. Here we argue that the void, however, can be filled by interpolation. In
figure 8, we show E of the hairy black resonator as a function of J for a fixed horizon radius
rh = 0.3. For visibility, we use E−1.412J as the vertical axis. The purple points denote the
numerical data, and the green point is the onset of the scalar field instability of the black
resonator. Between these points, we were not able to obtain numerical solutions. There
might be other solutions with similar parameters at the horizon. One of the candidates is
the black resonator with the scalar hair with nontrivial radial overtones. Nevertheless, our
data is fitted well by a second order polynomial as shown in the black curve in the figure.



























Onset of instability of
black resonator
Figure 8. Energy of the hairy black resonator as a function of the angular momentum J for a
fixed horizon radius rh = 0.3.
B Instability of hairy MPAdS
In this appendix, we consider the linear perturbation of the hairy MPAdS. To find the
onset of the instability, we only need to consider τ -independent perturbations and find
their normal modes. For the hairy MPAdS solutions, we have α(r) = 1 and Φk(r) = 0
(k < j), while the other functions have nontrivial r-dependence. Around this background,
we perturb the variables as (f, g, h, α, β,Φk)→ (f+δf, g+δg, h+δh, α+δα, β+δβ,Φk+δΦk)
in eqs. (A.2)–(A.7) and keep the linear order in the perturbations. It turns out that
the perturbation variables δα and δΦj−2 decouple from the others. Their perturbation



































































We wish to find normal mode solutions to these equations with the sourceless boundary

















regularity. Substituting δα = a0 + a1(r − rh) + · · · and δΦj−2 = φ0 + φ1(r − rh) + · · ·
into eqs. (B.1)–(B.2), we can obtain the regular series solution where ai and φi for i ≥ 1
are determined by a0 and φ0. We set a0 = 1 to fix the scale of the linear perturbation.
Then, φ0 is left as the free parameter on the horizon. This parameter is tuned so that
the boundary condition at infinity, δΦj−2 → 0, is satisfied. For a general hairy MPAdS
background specified by the horizon value of the background scalar field Φj |r=rh , however,
δα→ 0 is not realized at infinity. The boundary condition for δα is satisfied only at special
values of Φj |r=rh . We monitor the value of δα|r=∞ by increasing Φj |r=rh and search the
value of Φj |r=rh at which δα|r=∞ = 0 is satisfied. We repeat this process for each horizon
radius rh. For j = 9/2, the result of the onset is the upper purple curve in figure 5(a).
From figure 2(a), we know that MPAdS at the branching points of hairy MPAdS becomes
unstable against gravitational perturbation for rh & 0.37. This indicate that, in the upper
side of the onset curve in figure 5(a), hairy MPAdS is unstable.
C Perturbative solution of boson star
In this appendix, we perturbatively construct the boson stars for small deformations from
pure AdS. This has been considered in similar contexts [12, 35, 36, 49–51]. In particular,
we consider the large-j limit.
C.1 Higher order perturbation
We consider the higher order perturbation around global AdS as


















 ε2 + · · · . (C.2)
We set α(r) = 1 for the boson star. The fundamental normal mode frequency of the test
scalar field in pure AdS is Ω0 = 1 + 2/j.






4{j(j + 1)− (4 + 3j)r2}
r2(1 + r2)2 Φ1 = 0 . (C.3)
This can be solved by








which is regular at the origin (r = 0) and infinity (r =∞):
φ(r) ∼ r2j (r → 0) , φ(r) ∼ 1
r4





















r3(1 + r2)φ2 . (C.6)
However, this is singular at the origin and infinity as
φ̃(r) ∼ r−2j−2 (r → 0) , φ̃(r) ∼ 1 (r →∞) . (C.7)
Therefore, we adopt φ (C.4) as the first order solution. The solution satisfies
φ′ = 2(j − 2r
2)
r(1 + r2) φ . (C.8)
We will use this equation to eliminate φ′ in the following calculations.











































where, in the right hand side, we have eliminated φ′ by using eq. (C.8). The solutions to





























1 + r2 dr
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(1 + 2r2)gp2 +
2
3(j − 4r























hhom2 = Ch , βhom2 = CβA(r) ,
ghom2 = Cβ
(4r2 + 3)A(r)− 4r2
3(1 + r2) , f
hom
2 = Cf + Cβ
r2A(r)
3(1 + r2) .
(C.12)
Here, we defined
A(r) ≡ 1− 2
r2




Since we set the lower bound of the integral at r = 0, the regularity at the origin is
guaranteed in these expressions. Integration constants Cβ and Cf will be chosen so that
β2 → 0 and f2 → 0 (r → ∞) are satisfied. Ch will be determined from the third order
equation.






4{j(j + 1)− (4 + 3j)r2}
r2(1 + r2)2 Φ3 = S
3 , (C.14)
where
S3 = 4φ(1 + r2)2
[
(j + 2)2f2 −
4r4 − 2r2 − 5jr2 + j2
r2
g2
− 2j(j + 2)h2 −








We have eliminated f ′2, g′2 and φ′ in the source term by using eqs. (C.8) and (C.9). The
solution in this order is written as
Φ3 = Cφφ(r)− φ(r)
∫ r
0
r3(1 + r2)S3φ̃(r)dr + φ̃(r)
∫ r
0
r3(1 + r2)S3φ(r)dr . (C.16)
The first and second terms are regular at the origin and infinity. The last term is also
regular at the origin but it behaves as ∼ 1 at the infinity. To satisfy the source free
boundary condition at the infinity, therefore, we need∫ ∞
0
r3(1 + r2)S3φ(r)dr = 0 . (C.17)
This equation determines Ch as announced.
C.2 Large-j expansion of the perturbative solution
The integral expressions of the perturbative results obtained above can be evaluated in the
large-j limit in powers of 1/j.
For the large-j expansion, it is convenient to introduce a new coordinate x as
r2
1 + r2 = exp(−x
2/j) . (C.18)
In the new coordinate, r = 0 and ∞ correspond to x =∞ and 0, respectively. In terms of
x, the first order solution (C.4) is rewritten as

















Because of the exponential factor e−x2 , this function is highly suppressed in x  1,












4j5 + · · ·
)
. (C.20)
Let us consider the large-j approximation of the second order solution. For example,










The integrand contains an exponential factor e−2x2 . Hence, we assume x . 1 and expand





















8 + 4x6 + 6x4 + 6x2 + 3)
− 18j6 (4x
10 + 10x8 + 20x6 + 30x4 + 30x2 + 15)
+ 1396j7 (4x
12 + 12x10 + 30x8 + 60x6 + 90x4 + 90x2 + 45)
− 596j8 (8x
14 + 28x12 + 84x10 + 210x8 + 420x6 + 630x4 + 630x2 + 315)




We can do the same procedure for the other integrals in eq. (C.11). Since the integrals
always produce the exponential factor e−2x2 , the functions of r outside of the integrals can






2 + 1)(2x4 + 3x2 + 3)
− 18j4 (6x
8 + 16x6 + 31x4 + 36x2 + 18)
+ 148j5 (30x
10 + 89x8 + 216x6 + 393x4 + 450x2 + 225)
− 196j6 (36x
12 + 120x10 + 343x8 + 804x6 + 1425x4 + 1620x2 + 810)
+ 12880j7 (516x
14 + 1930x12 + 6336x10 + 17805x8


























2x4 + 3x2 + 3
)
+ 18j4 (6x
8 + 24x6 + 47x4 + 48x2 + 18)
− 148j5 (30x
10 + 161x8 + 456x6 + 3(259 + 24y)x4 + 666x2 + 225)
+ 196j6 (36x
12 + 240x10 + 887x8 + 12(181− 12y)x6
+ 3(1151 + 144y)x4 + 2520x2 + 810)
− 12880j7 (516x
14 + 4090x12 + 18576x10
+ 105(565 + 24y)x8 + 540(245− 24y)x6







2(x4 − 1)(2x2 + 5)
+ 18j5x
2(8x8 + 29x6 + 5x4 − (37 + 16y)x2 − 30)
− 148j6x
2(52x10 + 243x8 + 169x6
− (241− 72y)x4 − 96(8 + 3y)x2 − 375)
+ 192j7x
2(80x12 + 454x10 + 531x8 − 8(14− 11y)x6







2 + 1)(2x4 + 3x2 + 3)
− 18j4 (10x
8 + 18x6 + 27x4 + 30x2 + 18)
+ 148j5 (78x
10 + 95x8 + 150x6 + 3(81− 8y)x4 + 342x2 + 225)
− 196j6 (140x
12 + 102x10 + 105x8
+ 186x6 + 3(191− 48y)x4 + 1170x2 + 810)
+ 12880j7 (2916x
14 + 910x12 − 2214x10 − 15(549 + 8y)x8
− 7530x6 + 75(221− 120y)x4 + 56970x2 + 40635) + · · · ,
(C.26)
where we defined






At the origin and infinity, this behaves as







































64j7 + · · · , (C.30)











64j7 + · · · . (C.32)
Therefore, from the boundary condition for the second order perturbation, β2 → 0 and




























To determine Ch, we substitute the particular solutions (C.23)–(C.26) and homogeneous
solutions (C.12) into eq. (C.17). Then, expanding the integrand by 1/j after moving to























+ · · · . (C.34)




+ · · · , g2 =
cg
r4
+ · · · , h2 = Ω2 +
ch
r4
+ · · · , β = cβ
r4















































































































+ · · · . (C.37)
From cf , cβ , ch, we can compute the second order contribution of the mass E2 and angular
momentum J2 of the boson star as
8G
π









16j5 + · · · , (C.38)
8G
π









16j5 + · · · . (C.39)
One can check that these satisfy the first law at all orders in the 1/j-expansion:
E2 = Ω0J2 . (C.40)
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